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Abstract

The response of economic actors to price changes is one of the elementary market forces. Consequently, the change in
consumed quantity induced by price changes, measured as consumption price elasticity, is an important object of economic
theory. Managing a given budget, consumers usually buy less of a product when it gets more expensive which corresponds
to a negative consumer price elasticity. In particular, it depicts the willingness of an individual or a household to stretch
their budget in high-price situations. Here, we show that a crisis can push an economy in an out-of-equilibrium state
where positive price elasticities naturally arise from a self-stabilizing feedback mechanism, which moves the economy
back into its equilibrium state. When rational consumers maximize their utility, the evolution of price elasticities in an
out-of-equilibrium economy is driven by two factors, the relative price change of goods and their substitutability. In
a heterogeneous price landscape among suppliers and goods, the budget-driven preference for products with the least
relative price increase is competing with the utility-driven incentive to reduce consumption of more easily substitutable
goods to form a stabilizing feedback loop. We illustrate this phenomenon in an agent-based model of myopically profit-
optimizing producers and utility-optimizing consumers under weather-induced supply failures. The resulting elasticities
are predominantly negative with a median comparable to macroscopically observed values, but positive elasticities emerge
temporarily in crises situation due to the described mechanism. Thus, in a stressed economy pricier goods may be bought
more even under rational consumer behavior with budget constraints.
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Significance statement

Consumption price elasticity determines the change of consumed quantity in response to price changes. In many cases, stable

economic conditions justify the common assumption of constant negative price elasticity where higher prices yield reduced

consumption. Here we show, however, that a more dynamic perspective is required for stressed economies, e.g., after natural

disasters. We find that, if consumers maximize their utility, the distribution between goods may temporally yield higher

consumption of pricier goods, during crises situations. Nevertheless, a self-stabilizing feedback restores the macroscopically

observed behavior that corresponds to negative elasticities. This theoretical finding is demonstrated numerically in a global

trade model of profit-optimizing producers and utility-optimizing consumers under weather-induced supply failures.
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Introduction1

A major goal in economics is the bridging of the micro-2

macro gap by explaining macroeconomic observations based3

on microeconomic processes. Here, price elasticity as a4

determinant of consumer behavior is an important link5

connecting the microeconomic decisions of consumers with their6

macroeconomic outcomes.7

Global economic stress situations like the financial crisis8

2007–2009 [5, 25] or the global supply chain disruptions during9

the COVID-19 pandemic [9, 4] induce a complex response from10

the global economic system. But also more localized impact11

channels disrupt economic activity — e.g., local epidemic12

outbreaks [31, 3] or extreme weather events — and can have13

global repercussions [11, 36, 17, 24, 16].14

Empirical studies are often hampered by ample confounding15

factors rendering the observation of time evolution in price16

elasticities difficult. This challenge can only be tackled by17

large-scale field experiments as, for instance, conducted by18

Jensen and Miller in their study showing evidence of Giffen19

good behavior in a real world setting [14] distributing vouchers20

for necessities in two Chinese provinces. Gaining a better21

theoretical understanding on the formation of price elasticities22

is, thus, an important factor to consider. However, there is little23

model-based research into price elasticity, one example being a24

study by He et al. on the case of electricity markets based on25

a CGE model [12].26

In this study, we focus on analyzing the dynamic behavior27

of consumption price elasticity in response to economic stress,28

i.e., non-equilibrium situations induced by extreme weather29

events. To this end, we study the economic repercussions of30

extreme weather events as local events that can be regionally31

[15] or seasonally [28] synchronized and cause global economic32

repercussions [36]. Since under ongoing global warming,33

extreme weather events become more frequent and intense34

[23], a better understanding of their economic repercussions is35

quintessential to address adaptation and mitigation challenge36

[29]. Adding to more traditional approaches using Integrated37

Assessment models (IAMs) or econometrics, agent-based38

modeling of the economics of climate change is an important39

complementary approach. Examples of use include agent-based40

IAMs [20] or agent-based supply chain models [10] to analyze41

global effects under climate stress [11]. In the numerical42

experiments in this study, we use the global agent-based supply43

chain model Acclimate [27]. Allowing to describe the out-of-44

equilibrium dynamics in the aftermath of economic shocks,45

it has already been applied to analyze the propagation of46

indirect losses induced by extreme weather events in the global47

supply network [36, 18, 17, 24]. We here present a substantially48

extended version of the model. Going beyond the (rather strong49

but common) assumption of constant price elasticities, we50

introduce a utility maximization principle for consumers that51

allows for an endogenous description of time varying price52

elasticities emerging for the internal market dynamics. We53

show that, during the out-of-equilibrium transition phase in54

the aftermath of economic shocks, positive price elasticities55

can emerge entailing a self-stabilizing feedback mechanism that56

drives the economy back into equilibrium. We further provide57

an analytical description of this feedback mechanism in a58

simplified model for a rational utility maximizing consumer59

where the dynamics of price elasticities arises from the relative60

price changes of goods as well as from their substitutability.61

We finally show that the simplified analytical model can62

quantitatively reproduce the market emerging elasticities of 63

the complex Acclimate model. 64

Results 65

Analytical description of price elasticity dynamics 66

A common way of modeling a consumer’s decision is defining a 67

utility function U(x1, . . . , xN ) depending on the consumption 68

of N goods xi, i = 1, . . . , N and constrained by a budget B. 69

The consumer’s choice of a set of goods (x1, . . . , xN ) is now 70

made by maximizing the utility given by U(x1, . . . , xN ). To 71

align our analysis with the anomaly modeling of Acclimate, we 72

refer — without loss of generality — to the undisturbed state of 73

the economy as ’baseline’ in the following analysis. We assume 74

that the consumer’s budget B ≡ B⋆ is constant at baseline 75

level with 76

B
⋆
=

N∑
i=1

x
⋆
i =

N∑
i=1

pixi, (1) 77

where pi denotes prices relative to the baseline, x⋆
i baseline 78

consumption, and xi current consumption of good i. Thus 79

increased spending for one good necessitates reduced spending 80

for all other goods and vice versa. Using Lagrangian multiplier 81

optimization leads to the following set of equations for any 82

utility function U(x1, . . . , xN ): 83

∂U

∂xi

= λpixi∀i ∈ 1, · · · , N (2) 84

Defining qi := xi

x⋆
i

as the relative change of quantity compared 85

to baseline and using the budget constraint eq. (1), we derive 86

the following relation between relative quantities and relative 87

prices, 88

qi =

∂U
∂xi

∑N
j ̸=i

(
pjqjx

⋆
j

)
pix⋆

i

∑N
j ̸=i

∂U
∂xj

, (3) 89

and the optimal market-emergent elasticity is given by 90

ϵi =
qi − 1

pi − 1
=

 ∂U
∂xi

∑N
j ̸=i

(
pjqjx

⋆
j

)
pix⋆

i

∑N
j ̸=i

∂U
∂xj

− 1

 / (pi − 1) . (4) 91

This market-emergent elasticity characterizes the re-balancing 92

of budget-shares in response to price changes. If a good has 93

a price elasticity of −1, its budget share is constant. For a 94

positive price elasticity, the share of the budget is increased if 95

prices rise and decreased if prices fall. 96

Feedback mechanism driving market emergence of elasticities 97

We analyze the elasticity emerging from utility maximization 98

as derived in eq. (4). For that, we use a one-level constant 99

elasticity of substitution (CES) utility function with elasticity 100

of substitution σ as an explicit example: 101

U (x1, . . . , xN ) =

[
N∑

i=1

(
a
⋆
i

1

σ xi

σ−1

σ

)] σ

σ−1

(5) 102

Here, a⋆
i denotes the baseline share of consumption of good i, 103

defined as a⋆
i :=

x⋆
i∑N

j=1
x⋆

j

. Its partial derivative with respect to 104

xi, the consumption of good i, reads 105

∂U

∂xi

= a
⋆

1
σ

i x
− 1

σ

i

 N∑
j=1

(
a
⋆

1
σ

j x
σ−1

σ

j

) 1

σ−1

. (6) 106

The following relation between the relative price change of good 107

i, pi, and relative quantity change qi holds in each time step 108

© The Author 2023. Published by Oxford University Press. All rights reserved. For permissions, please e-mail:
journals.permissions@oup.com
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Fig. 1. Changes of Ri drive a self-regulating feedback loop. Schematic feedback loop with J defined as the combination of all other goods, i.e.,

J := {1, . . . , i − 1, i + 1, . . . , N}, resulting in two interconnected negative feedback loops.

(detailed calculation in the methods):109

qi =

(
Ri ·

1

pi

) 1

1+ 1
σ , (7)110

where111

Ri :=

∑N
j ̸=i

(
pjqjx

⋆
j

)
∑N

j ̸=i q
− 1

σ

j

1

x⋆
i

. (8)112

measures the price landscape relative to good i, i.e., the113

substitution-weighted relative prices of all other goods. Relative114

prices favor consumption of good i if Ri > 1. For any utility115

function, we can derive a general expression for Ri – which116

might still depend on qi – from eq. (3) as117

Ri :=

∂U
∂xi∑N

j ̸=i
∂U
∂xj

∑N
j ̸=i

(
pjqjx

⋆
j

)
x⋆
i

. (9)118

While ∂U
∂xi

can depend on qi, our following elaboration on the119

feedback processes driven by Ri are independent of the exact120

form of Ri. It is sufficient to assume U (x1, . . . , xN ) is strictly121

monotonous, i.e., ∂U
∂xi

> 0∀i ∈ 1, . . . , N. This is satisfied as122

long as the standard assumption of non-saturation holds, i.e.,123

that, all else being equal, marginally increasing consumption of124

one good always increases utility.125

We identify Ri as central to the relation between pi and qi,126

such that a self-regulating feedback loop evolves as sketched in127

fig. 1. If relative prices favor good i (case Ri > 1), the increased128

consumption decreases this preference over the other goods,129

thus decreasing Ri and thereby the increased consumption is130

slowly pulled back to baseline state. In supplementary figure131

S1 we sketch a flow-chart of the feedback processes. Since this132

applies to all goods in parallel, complex patterns might still133

emerge, but the whole system relaxes back to baseline levels134

in the aftermath of a disturbance. This effect is symmetric135

for price decreases followed by demand reduction if a good is136

unfavorable, i.e., less important for utility than combined other137

goods (case Ri < 1).138

Mechanisms resulting in positive price elasticities139

Since shifts in Ri move the demand curve, the actually realized140

demand curve can deviate from the expected curve. An example141

0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.05 1.10 1.15 1.20
pi

0.85

0.90

0.95

1.00

1.05

1.10

q i

Ri = 0.8

Ri = 1

Ri = 1.2

+
+

Fig. 2. Effect of the time dependence of Ri on the demand

curve of good i. Illustrative projection of trajectory on (relative) price–

quantity plane in the aftermath of a shock pushing the system out of

the equilibrium point at (1, 1). Arrows indicate the movement in price–

quantity space induced by changes in Ri. The inset shows the sign of

elasticity depending on the relative movement in price–quantity space; red

and blue colors indicate positive and negative elasticities, respectively.

is illustrated in fig. 2. Depending on the change in Ri, the 142

resulting demand trajectory can yield positive or negative 143

market emergent price elasticities. While these do not indicate 144

the 1:1-dependency of price to quantity as in the case of 145

classical constant price elasticity derived under ceteris paribus 146

assumptions, the incorporation of the relative price effect gives 147

a more complete, realistic picture of consumption behavior. 148

This implies a dynamic behavior driven by Ri, where the 149

market interactions of relative prices can lead to counter- 150

intuitive positive price elasticity for individual goods. The 151

market forces are influenced by higher-order effects and 152

yield results apparently contradicting the fundamental laws 153

of the market — where increasing prices are assumed to 154

cause decreasing demand. Importantly, the consumers in 155

this framework do not use any further behavioral component 156

to determine consumption, such that the resulting market 157

emerging elasticity is solely driven by the standard economic 158

assumption of utility maximization. Compared to the classical 159

example of Giffen goods [14], positive price elasticities do not 160
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occur due to substitution of high-quality goods by lower-quality161

goods, but emerge from relative price effects in non-equilibrium162

states of the economy. The other classical case for positive price163

elasticities via Veblen goods [32, 2], which are luxury goods164

valued higher due to rising prices, also does not apply — the165

consumers only maximize utility under their budget constraint166

without any behavioral heuristic.167

Utility maximization in Acclimate168

To explore the described theoretical feedback processes in a169

numerical experiment, we use the agent-based global supply170

chain model Acclimate and extend its consumer module with171

the maximization of a two-layer CES utility function. In172

contrast to our simplified analytical framework, we use a two-173

level CES utility function since the 26 classes of goods are not174

equally substitutable for one another. For this, we define three175

consumption baskets to classify goods as ’necessary’, ’relevant’,176

and ’other goods’, each with varying degrees of substitutability.177

We thereby follow the classification used previously to map178

consumption price elasticities from the Global Trade Analysis179

Project (GTAP) [13] to the Eora sectors. For details we refer180

to the methods.181

Using a shock scenario for economic disturbances after182

extreme weather events, we can readily estimate the market183

emergent price elasticity — i.e., elasticity including market184

substitution effects, not using ceteris paribus assumptions —185

of consumption flows per region and income group based on186

our previous theoretical analysis.187

With respect to our modeling results we focus on the data of188

consumer agents from the three biggest economic blocks: China,189

the USA, and the EU28. Since China and the USA are resolved190

on sub-national level and the EU28 is naturally partitioned into191

countries, we thus show data for an ensemble of 550 consumer192

agents (31 provinces of China, 51 states of the US, and 28 EU28193

countries with 5 income groups each).194

Comparing analytical expectations and modeling results195

To compare analytical expected emerging elasticities and196

results from Acclimate, we generate a random distribution197

of substitution-weighted relative prices of all other goods Ri198

to plot corresponding distributions of theoretical emerging199

elasticity ϵi depending on price change pi. For this, we200

draw a uniform sample of price change pi ∈ [−0.01, 0.01] \201

(−0.0001, 0.0001), excluding values close to 0 as price elasticity202

is ill-defined there. We assume Ri to be normally distributed203

with mean µ = 1. Further, we assume variance ν to be204

decreasing for an increasing inter-basket substitution coefficient205

in the utility function since a higher substitution between goods206

should lead to a less volatile Ri. The resulting distribution of207

price elasticity ϵi with respect to price change pi shows that208

reduced substitutability, conventionally assumed for elementary209

goods, results in a price elasticity closer to 0 and thus also210

more frequent emergence of positive price elasticities ((A,B,C)211

in fig. 3). Comparing the numerical to the analytical results212

in fig. 3, we observe that the simulated two-level behavior213

follows the theoretical prediction. In particular, increases in214

sigma shift the elasticity for relevant and other goods to more215

negative values. Deviations in median price elasticity compared216

to the theoretical analysis are induced by the lack of two-level217

structure in the theoretical example, while they also might218

point to higher-order effects regulating the elasticity dynamics.219

These are likely driven by the network interactions and220

complexities not accounted for in the simplified, randomized 221

parameter draw for ((A,B,C) in fig. 3). 222

Volatility clustering of consumption price elasticity 223

To analyze the temporal dynamics of the simulated processes, 224

we show a 5-year time series sample from our 20 years of 225

simulations in fig. 4. While the consumption price elasticity 226

emerging from Acclimate is fluctuating around its median, the 227

economic stress in the agents trade network is dominated by 228

heat stress in the northern hemisphere summertime and, thus, 229

induces a periodic clustering of volatility of elasticity. This 230

link between external forcing and the reaction of the utility 231

maximizing consumers shows the dynamic nature of price 232

elasticity under economic stress. While in this specific example, 233

we recover the seasonal pattern of heat stress on the Northern 234

Hemisphere, the described feedback mechanisms might drive 235

volatility clustering of consumption price elasticities in any type 236

of clustered economic stress. 237

Discussion and conclusion 238

We show analytically that consumption price elasticities are 239

dynamic in response to economic shocks and demonstrate this 240

behavior extending a numerical agent-based model of the world 241

economy. 242

Based on the analysis of market emergent price elasticities 243

resulting from utility maximization under a constraint budget, 244

we show that substitution effects and relative price changes 245

introduce a self regulating feedback loop. This leads to 246

positive price elasticities manifesting from increasing demand 247

in spite of increasing prices driven by utility maximizing 248

consumers without behavioral assumptions. Thus, our results 249

are consistent with standard assumptions of rational decision 250

making. These theoretical results are reproduced in a complex 251

agent-based supply chain model and show the need to consider 252

complexity additional to ceteris paribus analyses in economic 253

modeling. The qualitative differences we observe between 254

baskets of goods indicate the need for an extension of 255

existing models of price elasticity by heterogeneous modeling 256

approaches. 257

We also observe, that seasonal economic stress induces 258

seasonality in the volatility of price elasticity. While periods 259

of volatility clustering is well-explored for financial markets 260

and numerous behavioral explanations are discussed using 261

agent-based modeling [22, 6, 30], in our case the connection 262

between high volatility and economic stress provides a direct 263

explanation. Additionally, this direct mechanism is potentially 264

reinforced by the agents’ herding behavior in our model due to 265

utility functions of the same form. This stresses the importance 266

of the development of methods to model the dynamics of 267

consumption price elasticity overcoming the assumption of 268

static elasticity. While there are discussions about the exact 269

effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on supply chains [9, 4, 270

33, 34], it clearly showed that global economic connections 271

foster the transmission and synchronization of economic stress. 272

Even if this motivates initiatives to decouple economies, a full 273

decoupling — with uncertain benefits, would be economically 274

costly, if not infeasible. Moreover, for the pandemic scenario, 275

there is evidence that decoupling rather reinforces negative 276

consequences of regional lock-downs [4]. Thus, the observation 277

of increased complexity of consumption price elasticity in a 278

state of synchronized economic stress should be considered 279

when modeling the impacts of economic crisis scenarios. A more 280
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Fig. 3. Results of the full model are qualitatively in line with elasticity distributions randomly drawn from simplified theory. Analytical

approximation in (A,B,C) shows the effect of σi corresponding to the baskets of ’necessary’ (first column), ’relevant’ (second column), and ’other’

(third column) goods on the expected elasticity distribution for randomly fluctuating Ri. Ri is assumed to be normally distributed with mean 1 and

variance ν that decreases with increasing σi to reflect the dampening effect of higher substitutability on Ri’s volatility, i.e., (A) ν = 16 · 10−4, (B)

ν = 8 · 10−4 and (C) ν = 4 · 10−4. Full model results in (D,E.F) show the corresponding modeling results for (A) ’necessary’ basket, (B) ’relevant’

basket and (C) ’other’ basket. Solid black line shows median elasticity. Distributions are plotted with log-scaling.

dynamic modeling of economic systems might reveal an overall281

tendency of economic systems to exhibit volatility clustering,282

which could be used as a potential early warning signal or a283

measure of economic stress.284

We cannot provide a full assessment of potential inflationary285

pressure of economic shocks on the global economy due to286

a lack of a labor market and monetary policy agents in the287

current version of Acclimate. Nevertheless, our results might288

show one cause of such an inflationary pressure: Dynamic price289

elasticities inducing price increases due to the potential for290

positive price elasticity increasing demand in spite of increasing291

prices. Further, these dynamics suggest that any such exercise292

would need to consider the behavior of consumption agents293

carefully — assumptions about static price elasticities might294

underestimate the persistence of demand for elementary goods.295

Recent studies are so far unclear about whether climate change296

induced inflation is persistent [26] or decays after an initial297

shock [8]. Regarding supply chain disruptions during COVID-298

19, there is some evidence for the US [19] and Euro area [7] that299

bottlenecks in global supply chains contributed to the observed300

inflation, thus stressing the necessity for global trade sensitive301

modeling of economic activity.302

While we present a theoretical mechanism and its303

manifestation in a complex numerical model of the world304

economy explaining dynamics of price elasticities, there are305

certain limitations of our study. First, we assume fixed306

substitution coefficients between different goods. While this307

is a reasonable assumption on short time scales, one could308

also investigate models with a more flexible substitutability309

between goods. Second, our analysis is based on a fixed310

consumption budget since our modeling approach does not 311

consider wages driven by a labor market model. Third, our 312

numerical modeling results are limited to one specific utility 313

function due to constraints of computational effort, such that a 314

wider comparison of different utility functions is omitted. While 315

alternative forms might lead to slightly different behavior, 316

we choose the nested CES structure since its limited number 317

of parameters enables its application in our global modeling 318

exercises. 319

In future research the presented methods for modeling 320

consumption behavior in response to to economic shocks will be 321

applied to analyze the inequalities of impacts of climate change 322

on different income groups. 323

We conclude that the analytical description of the dynamics 324

of price elasticity of utility maximizing consumers and their 325

numerical modeling enables the exploration of the interactions 326

of micro and macroeconomic processes driven by economic 327

stress. The potential emergence of positive price elasticities 328

shows that classic economic ceteris paribus analysis should 329

be complemented by dynamic modeling to describe periods of 330

economic stress. 331
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Fig. 4. Dynamics of price elasticity are stronger in periods of economic stress (A,B,C) show sample time-series of the market emerging

elasticity for the respective consumption basket. Orange lines highlights positive elasticities. (D,E.F) show the corresponding 7-day volatility of market

emerging elasticity. Solid blue lines show the median over the ensemble of all considered consumer agents, while shaded areas indicate the 16.66-83.33

percentile intervals. The solid black line in (A,B,C) shows the ensemble median over time. The definition of our volatility measure is given in the

methods (eq. (18)).
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Methods332

Derivation of optimum conditions333

Starting with eq. (1), it follows, that

λ

B
⋆ −

N∑
j ̸=i

pjxj

 =
∂U

∂xi

(10)

⇔ λ =

∑N
i=1

∂U
∂xi

B⋆
, (11)

and with the baseline relative change of quantity qi := xi

x⋆
i
,

∂U

∂xi

(
B

⋆ − pixi

)
= pixi

N∑
j ̸=i

∂U

∂xj

(12)

⇔
∂U
∂xi∑N

j ̸=i
∂U
∂xj

=
piqix

⋆
i∑N

j ̸=i

(
pjqjx⋆

j

) . (13)

Hence, eq. (3) follows.334

Derivation of Ri335

qi =

∂U
∂xi∑N

j ̸=i
∂U
∂xj

∑N
j ̸=i pjqjx

⋆
j

pix⋆
i

⇔ qi =
x⋆

1
σ

i x
− 1

σ

i∑N
j ̸=i x

⋆
1
σ

j x
− 1

σ

j

∑N
j ̸=i pjqjx

⋆
j

pix⋆
i

⇔ q
1+ 1

σ

i =

∑N
j ̸=i pjqjx

⋆
j∑N

j ̸=i q
− 1

σ

j

1

x⋆
i

1

pi

, (14)

, thus eq. (7) and eq. (8) follow. 336

Acclimate 337

Acclimate is an agent-based model of the world economy using 338

baseline data from the Eora [21] multi-regional input output 339

(MRIO) tables. We provide a sketch of its general structure in 340

the supplementary materials, figure S2. Since we dissaggregate 341

China to province and the USA to state level resolution [35], we 342

obtain a network with 264 regions (excluding regions with poor 343

data quality). Dissaggregating consumption demand based on 344

world bank development indicator income shares [1] and the 345

assumption that all income quintiles consume equal amounts 346

of food, we obtain 1320 individual consumption agents. These 347

operate as consumers of final demand in a network with 6243 348

firm agents, which represent one of the 26 Eora sectors in each 349

region. In total, our simulations are based on the modeling of 350

7563 individual agents under consecutive extreme event forcing 351

of heat stress, river floods, and tropical cyclones as in [17] for 352

a time-period of twenty years. For details about the Acclimate 353

dynamics in the firm sector, we refer to the model description 354

[27]. 355

In the following, we present the new consumption decision 356

dynamics and methods allowing to extract emerging price 357

elasticity. Extending the existing Acclimate model by utility 358

maximizing consumers enables us to evaluate differentiated 359

trends in consumer behavior after economic shocks. For this, we 360

endow each consumer agent with a nested CES utility function 361

to maximize and observe the reaction to economic shocks. 362

Noteworthy, there are no assumptions on behavioral drivers for 363

the consumption decision, but pure Homo oeconomicus utility 364

maximization. The two-level utility function considers goods in 365

three broad baskets of necessary, relevant and other goods. 366

The composition of the baskets based on the Eora sectors can 367

be found in the supplementary materials, table S1. We use a 368

plausible set of global parameters for the CES utility function 369

to demonstrate the concept and its effects. 370

Utility function for Acclimate consumers 371

The utility function for a consumer in region r and income 372

quintile q is given by 373

Urq =

 G∑
i=1

bi
1

θ

[
mi∑
k=1

(
ak

1

σi xk→rq

σi−1

σi

)] σi
σi−1

 θ−1

θ


θ

θ−1

(15) 374

Each consumer optimizes their utility for G consumption 375

baskets. Within each class of goods, the varying σi for i ∈ 376

1, . . . , B allows for a varying degree of intra-basket substitution, 377

while θ controls inter-basket substitution. The share factors of 378

good k in basket i for k = 1, ...,mi are chosen such that 379

ak =
x⋆
k→rq∑mi

i=1 x⋆
i→rq

, (16) 380

while the basket share factors bj for j = 1, ..., G are chosen such 381

that 382

bj =

∑mi

i=1 x⋆
i→rq∑M

i=1 x⋆
i→rq

, (17) 383

For the application of eqs. (15) to (17) in Acclimate we 384

use G = 3 with three baskets classified as necessary, relevant, 385

and other goods. We refer to the SI, supplementary table 1, 386

for the exact basket specification, resulting in 5 ’necessary’, 387
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12 ’elevant’, and 9 ’other’ goods. We choose σnecessary = 0.25,388

σrelevant = 2, σother = 8, and θ = 0.5 for our trial simulations.389

To summarize, the local utility optimization of each390

agent’s consumption reacting to economic shocks and the391

calculation of market emergent price elasticities, as summarized392

in supplementary figure S3, enables to study changes of393

consumption price elasticity based on utility maximization.394

Economic shock scenario395

As a shock scenario for our trial simulation runs, we use396

one realization of the combined river flood, heat stress, and397

tropical cyclone shocks spanning the double decade 2020–2039398

as presented in [17].399

Definition of volatility measure400

We measure volatility νw as the 7-day rolling standard

deviation of relative changes of ϵi at time t. The latter are

given by

δϵi
(t) :=

ϵi(t − 1) − ϵi(t)

ϵi(t − 1)

for window size w. Then, the rolling mean reads

δ̄ϵi
(t) :=

∑t
k=t−w+1 δϵi

(k)

w
,

and the resulting volatility401

νw (t) :=

√∑t
k=t−w+1

(
δϵi

(k) − δ̄ϵi
(t)

)2
w

. (18)402

We choose w = 7 to analyze the small-scale dynamics of market403

emergent price elasticity.404
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